notion of the pièce bien faite, but always there, ready to return in the theatrical experimentation of the twentieth century.
Four chapters cover well-traveled territory (Tamburlaine, The Spanish Tragedy), though there also are striking novelties. The importance of Neo-Latin drama widely performed in the universities and some vernacular descendants of it (Robert Garnier) is widely recognized but has attracted little interest; for Slaney this strain is central and receives innovatively sympathetic attention. The originality of her general argument comes fully into the light when the fading of Seneca's reputation is seen as part of a larger "repression" of senecan possibilities; a virtuoso chapter presents Racine's Phèdre as shaped on several levels precisely by that repression. Chapters on later, more thorough "repression" focus on works that, though intended for the stage, had increasing difficulty making it there. The Cenci is eventually taken up by none other than Antonin Artaud for performance; he repeatedly cites Seneca as an important precedent for his Theatre of Cruelty. Slaney follows through on this advocacy more thoroughly than anyone else, with a careful look at what can be reconstructed about Artaud's Cenci and at the line of descent through Artaud's disciples. But she does not make it more of a triumphant return than it actually is. Of Artaud's Cenci: "If there was any point at which Seneca was to have been revived as a major player in the development of twentieth-century tragedy, it would have been this" (241). But the production (Artaud's last) was a failure, partly for contingent reasons, but also because of Artaud's conception of the theater: "Artaud . . . mistrusted language altogether," and in so doing "lost touch with the senecan aesthetic and its rhetorical deployment of the spoken word" (242). Later efforts make more use of the text, but in being more "Senecan" are actually less "senecan"; Caryl Churchill's Thyestes "is deliberately flattened and compressed into a commonplace, informal register" (277). Slaney's intelligent asperity continues in a tart conclusion, where she rejects the kind of gesture ("many of Seneca's central themes seem particularly urgent and relevant in the current political and social climate") with which discussions like this often end. The Senecan "hell on earth" is not to be so glibly invoked: "Some day, a relevant climate may indeed come round again, but that prospect is one to make a reader of Senecan tragedy shudder and pause" (279). A rude move, but I think she's earned it. In the introduction (1-16) the author sets up the straw man that she pulverizes in the following five chapters: Alfred Merlin's L'Aventin dans l'antiquité (Paris 1906) , in which he maintained that the ancient Aventine was the plebeian district par excellence.
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Chapter 1 (17-47) concerns the three secessions of the plebs in the much later historical tradition. Mignone makes the obvious points that the first Classical World secession was generally placed on the Sacred Mount, and the third on the Janiculum. Piso's placement of the first secession on the Aventine is explained by the author's variation of the reviewer's contention that it was influenced by the Gracchans fleeing to the Aventine in 121.
Chapter 2 (48-76) concerns the Lex Icilia de Aventino of 456. The author rightly dismisses Dionysius' characterization of the law's provisions as being anachronistically reinterpreted in terms of an agrarian law of the Late Republic. Mignone surveys the later historical traditions surrounding Icilii of the fifth century and points out their stereotypical portrayals, but then strangely concludes that this late historical material testifies to the existence of an Icilian dynasty of the fifth century. It is far more reasonable to conclude that these fifth-century Icilii are the imaginings of the late historical tradition, excogitated from a single historical figure, the author of the Lex Icilia de Aventino. The author's rejection of the law's survival on bronze in the temple of Diana from the fifth century goes too far. The survival of the cippus of the Lapis Niger, the Foedus Gabinum, the Foedus Cassianum, and Rome's earliest treaty with Carthage renders quite plausible the survival of an archaic bronze text as specifically stated by Dionysius.
Chapters 3 and 4 (77-116 and 117-37) leave the dark age of early Rome and move to the last two centuries b.c. The author brings together scanty literary, epigraphic, and archaeological evidence to suggest a heterogeneous residential pattern on the Aventine for that period. The analysis involves the poet Ennius, the Sulpicii Galbae, persons mentioned by Livy in connection with the Bacchanalian affair of 186, and the remains of a substantial residential structure.
Chapter 5 (138-79) is wide ranging. The author first considers ancient Rome's urban planning (or lack thereof) in connection with twentieth-century theories of premodern and modern city planning and residential patterns. She next uses evidence from Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Rome's regionary catalogue of Late Antiquity to argue convincingly that the houses of the well-to-do were scattered throughout all districts of Rome and were surrounded by the residences and small shops of numerous commoners.
The epilogue (184-202) is an interesting survey of how the idea of plebeian secession and the Aventine entered the political thought of dissidents of the modern era: Simon Bolivar, Parisian revolutionaries of 1871, parliamentary opponents of Mussolini in 1924, and scholars characterizing the actions of Cola di Rienzo.
The text ends with two appendices (205-13). Students of ancient Roman topography should find appendix 1 of interest. It concerns the location of the temple of Ceres, Liber, and Libera. The author wishes to locate the shrine not on the Aventine itself, but nearby at the Circus Maximus.
The book is well written and displays the author's considerable erudition and breadth of knowledge, although there are occasional factual lapses: 396 for the Gallic capture of Rome (29); lex de pecuniis repentundis (43); Piso Frugi proposed a grain law (43); 276 as the date of the Lex Hortensia (75); Porcius Licinius (79); confusion of Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus with his son Gurges (106); five (instead of three) and a half centuries (139); 494 as the date of the second secession (195); and 443 as the date of the dedication of Ceres' temple (212). The last item reveals Mignone's apparent ignorance that Ceres' temple served as an archive for senatus consulta under the care of the plebeian aediles (Livy 3.55.13).
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